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Walk-in: One question for us today: How do you want to be
remembered? I don’t want to be morbid or be viewed as a
harbinger of the grim reaper! I’m just wondering personally
about this in light of the passage of scripture from Paul to
Timothy. It gives us pause to think a bit (or a lot) on this
matter. In light of the one question above, I have three more
for you this morning! But first a football story (Fiesta Bowl
between Ohio State and Miami Hurricanes) and a tale of a
tombstone.
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Wrap-up: So how do you answer the questions today?
(Story of Hendricks and Wesley). Finishing well doesn’t
happen by accident. It happens on purpose. It happens by
living a life that’s disciplined and directional and doctrinal.
So never stop fighting. Never stop running. Never stop
believing. When you started the race with Christ, you knew
that somewhere out there was a finish line. Don’t lose sight
of that reality as you continue the race.

